
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a product manager,
technology. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at
the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for product manager, technology

Assist in developing the roadmaps and release plans for various eTools
applications and assets to ensure that the short term deliverables fit into the
overall eTools vision
Assist in ensuring the integration of various eTools assets and applications
with Lutron’s corporate systems
Oversee the various eTools projects’ funding
Track the adoption and usage of eTools applications
Work with different Lutron business groups to increase the awareness and
adoption of eTools
Engage with customer groups, such as Specifiers, Reps, and Dealers, to
understand their business practices, gauge their adoption of various eTools,
and identify opportunities for enhancing their sales and operational
performance
Owns the product end to end roadmap at the technology/functional level
Gathers and writes product requirements and identifies applicable resources
to include product purchase and fulfillment processes
Manage the product lifecycle from concept to completion, including the
definition of product solutions, requirements and establish reasonable launch
expectations to drive commitment
Mange Customer feedback at beta and production cycles and prioritize
change management requests

Example of Product Manager, Technology Job
Description
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Demonstrated experience building creative and professional product /
service marketing material and communications
The role will be accountable for Service Ownership of 7 parent services that
contain a total of 30 product lines
The role will have responsibility for setting the holistic vision and therefore
strategy that is assisted with the R&D of their Technical Product Managers
Live Management responsibility for a team of 12 Technical Product Managers
covering the 30 product lines
Encompasses owning the strategic roadmap for Mail Messaging (includes
email and voice), SharePoint, Social technology, Enterprise Search, Trader
Voice technologies, Traditional PBX Voice technologies, Video Conferencing
and Meeting Room technology, Webcasting and Multimedia, Digital Signage
& IPTV, Real-Time Communications technology such as Skype for Business
estate, Contact Center User Agent Technology, and End User Self Service
Help Desk Assistance tools
Will be responsible for overseeing a 100+ million TCO budget


